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SYLLABUS 

 

ST5150: Systematic Theology I: 

Scripture, Theology Proper, Anthropology 

 

Dr. Sean Michael Lucas 

Chancellor’s Professor of Church History 

 

Office: Independent Presbyterian Church, Memphis, TN 

Phone: 901-685-8206 

E-mail: slucas@rts.edu, slucas@ipcmemphis.org  

Office hours: By appointment.  

 

Course description: 

This course explores biblical doctrine from a systematic perspective. Topics include Scripture, 

theology proper, and anthropology (3 hours).   

 

NOTE: It is vitally important that you watch the syllabus video that will be posted on 

Canvas no later than August 1.  A full explanation of this syllabus will be contained in that 

video.  

 

Required texts: 

Michael Allen and Scott R. Swain, eds., Christian Dogmatics: Reformed Theology for the 

Church Catholic (Baker, 2016). 

Herman Bavinck, The Wonderful Works of God (Westminster Seminary Press, 2019). 

Scott R. Swain, The Trinity: An Introduction (Crossway, 2020) 

Timothy Ward, Words of Life: Scripture as the Living and Active Word of God (IVP, 2009)  

Westminster Standards (WCF, WLC, and WSC) 

 

Choose one of the following: 

Cornelius Plantinga, Not the Way It’s Supposed to Be: A Breviary of Sin (Eerdmans, 1993), 

OR 

John W. Kleinig, Wonderfully Made: A Protestant Theology of the Body (Lexhamn, 2021). 

 

In addition, there will be a few articles that the instructor will provide on Canvas. See the 

assignment schedule for more information.  

 

Requirements and Grading: 

1. Reading (30%). When all materials are due, students will use a provided form to record 

what percentage of assigned readings were completed.   

2. Sunday school lessons (30%). Students will produce three separate Sunday school lessons 

on topics related to class. See instructions below for further detail. 

3. Two papers (40%). Students will write two short papers (see instructions below): 

• Students will write a five-page paper on Timothy Ward’s book Words of Life 

(20%). 

• Students will write a five-page paper on either Plantinga or Kleinig (20%).  
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4. Grading scale (standard RTS scale): 

 

97-100 A 

94-96 A- 

91-93 B+ 

88-90 B 

86-87 B- 

83-85 C+ 

80-82 C 

78-79 C- 

75-77 D+ 

72-74 D 

70-71 D- 

Below 70 F 

 

As part of our purpose to train servants of the triune God to walk with God in all of life, we 

expect godly integrity in the academic work done at RTS. God’s covenant with His people calls 

for honesty and a commitment to truth (as in the 9th commandment). As we live in that covenant 

and in community with one another, upholding truth is an essential duty. Specifically applied to 

academic labors, this means that we accurately represent our work to others. In other words, 

neither cheating nor plagiarism is tolerated. 

 

Extension Policy 

 

All assignments and exams are to be completed by the deadlines announced in this syllabus or in 

class.  

 

Extensions for assignments and exams due within the normal duration of the course must be 

approved beforehand by the Professor. Extensions of two weeks or less beyond the date of the 

last deadline for the course must be approved beforehand by the Professor. A grade penalty may 

be assessed.  

 

Extensions of greater than two weeks but not more than six weeks beyond the last deadline for 

the course may be granted in extenuating circumstances (i.e. illness, family emergency). For an 

extension of more than two weeks the student must request an Extension Request Form from the 

Student Services Office. The request must be approved by the Professor and the Academic Dean. 

A grade penalty may be assessed. (RTS Catalog p. 42 and RTS Atlanta Student Handbook p. 14) 

 

Any incompletes not cleared six weeks after the last published due date for course work will be 

converted to a failing grade. Professors may have the failing grade changed to a passing grade by 

request. (RTS Catalog p. 42) 

 

Instructions on particular assignments: 

1. Five-page response paper to Timothy Ward’s Words of Life. 
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•  In section one, answer the following question (2-3 pages): In what ways is it significant 

that Ward anchors his doctrine of Scripture in his prior commitment to a Trinitarian 

understanding of God? Give two or three examples of such significance. 

• In section two, answer the following question (2-3 pages): In the light of Ward’s doctrine 

of Scripture, how useful was his application of Scripture? Give two or three examples of 

such usefulness. 

a. The response will be written with one-inch margins, double-spaced, 12 point Times 

Roman font. Please write in complete sentences, paragraphs, etc. 

b. The response will be due by the end of the day on Monday, September 12, 2022. 

Late papers will be subject to a point deduction. 

c. Please email your paper to both email addresses listed in the syllabus. 

 

2. Sunday school lessons 

• There are three separate Sunday school lessons that the student will write; please see 

Schedule of Assignments for topics and due dates.  

• Each of the Sunday school lessons is envisioned to be approximately 1500-2000 words in 

a full-brief style outline, which would take 45-60 minutes to teach.  

• Students should summarize the readings and lecture content, but in a way that might be 

communicated to others. In addition, significant reference to the Westminster Standards 

is encouraged.   

a. The lessons will be written with one-inch margins, double-spaced, 12 point Times 

Roman font.  

b. The lessons will be due by the end of the day as assigned in syllabus. Late papers 

will be subject to a point deduction. 

c. Please email your lessons to both email addresses listed in the syllabus. 

 

3. Five-page response paper either Plantinga’s Not the Way or Kleinig’s Wonderfully Made. 

•  In section one, answer the following question (2-3 pages): Both books tell us something 

significant about what it means to be human. In the book which you chose, how did the 

author speak in terms of our original creation and the effects of the fall? What were two 

or three telling examples of how the fall affected God’s original design of our humanity? 

• In section two, answer the following question (2-3 pages): How did this book shape, 

correct, inform, or reinforce your understanding of what it means to be human and yet 

sinner? In what ways can you envision this book being useful for your ministry? 

d. The response will be written with one inch margins, double-spaced, 12 point Times 

Roman font. Please write in complete sentences, paragraphs, etc. 

e. The response will be due by the end of the day on Wednesday, November 23, 2022. 

Late papers will be subject to a point deduction. 

f. Please email your paper to both email addresses listed in the syllabus. 

 

4. Reading Report 

a. With your paper on either Plantinga or Kleinig, you will turn in a reading report, which 

will estimate how much of the reading you completed. I will also provide a form on 

Canvas, which will be posted prior to our final class time. You must use the provided 

form; failure to do so will result in a point deduction.   
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b. If you do not turn in a completed reading report, you will receive no points for reading. It 

is Wednesday, November 23, 2022; no late reports are accepted. 

 

 
SCHEDULE OF ASSIGNMENTS  

AND PROBABLE LECTURE SCHEDULE 

 

PRIOR TO FIRST CLASS 

• Watch syllabus video (found in Canvas in files/syllabus video) 

 

August 19-20, 2022 

Topic: Scripture and Revelation 

Readings: 

Allen and Swain, Christian Dogmatics, intro and chap 1 

Bavinck, Wonderful Works of God, chaps 1-8 

WCF 1; WLC 1-5, WSC 1-3 

 

September 9-10, 2022 

Topic: Theology Proper and Trinity 

 

Assignment Due: Sunday school lesson on Scripture and Revelation 

 

Readings: 

Allen and Swain, Christian Dogmatics, chap 3 

Swain, Trinity 

John Webster, “Immensity and Ubiquity” (on Canvas) 

WCF 2-3; WLC, 6-14; WSC 4-8 

 

September 12, 2022—assignment due: Ward paper 

 

September 30-October 1, 2022 

Topic: Creation and Providence 

 

Assignment Due: Sunday school lesson on Theology Proper and Trinity 

 

Readings: 

Allen and Swain, Christian Dogmatics, chaps 6-7 

Bavinck, Wonderful Works of God, chap 11 

Lucas, “My Father’s Word” (on Canvas) 

WCF 4-5; WLC 15-19; WSC 9-11 

 

 

October 21-22, 2022 

Topic: Humanity and Sin 

 

Assignment Due: Sunday school lesson on Creation and Providence 

 

Readings: 

Allen and Swain, Christian Dogmatics, chaps 8-9 

Bavinck, Wonderful Works of God, chaps 11-12 

WCF 6; WLC 20-29; WSC 12-19 

 

 

Final assignments Due on Wednesday, November 23, 2022: Plantinga or Kleinig paper and Reading Report 
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Course Objectives Related to MDiv* Student Learning Outcomes 

Course:  Systematic Theology 1  
Professor: Lucas 
Campus: Atlanta  
Date:  Fall 2022 

MDiv* Student Learning Outcomes 
In order to measure the success of the MDiv curriculum, RTS has 
defined the following as the intended outcomes of the student 

learning process.  Each course contributes to these overall 
outcomes. This rubric shows the contribution of this course to 

the MDiv outcomes. 
 *As the MDiv is the core degree at RTS, the MDiv rubric will be used in 

this syllabus. 

Rubric 
➢ Strong 
➢ Moderate 
➢ Minimal 
➢ None 

Mini-Justification 

Articulati
on  
 (oral & 
written) 

Broadly understands and articulates knowledge, 

both oral and written, of essential biblical, 

theological, historical, and cultural/global 

information, including details, concepts, and 

frameworks. Also includes ability to preach and 

teach the meaning of Scripture to both heart and 

mind with clarity and enthusiasm. 

Strong --covers biblical-theological-
historical formulations of key 
doctrines 
--requires development of 
teaching materials to convey 
these doctrines to laity 

Scripture 
 
 

Significant knowledge of the original meaning of 
Scripture.  Also, the concepts for and skill to 
research further into the original meaning of 
Scripture and to apply Scripture to a variety of 
modern circumstances. (Includes appropriate use 
of original languages and hermeneutics; and 
integrates theological, historical, and 
cultural/global perspectives.) 

Moderate  --works in a moderate degree 
with original languages to see 
biblical support for doctrines 
--works in a thorough fashion 
with English bible for this same 
materials 
--applies Scripture/doctrine to 
contemporary issues 

Reforme
d 
Theology 
 
 

Significant knowledge of Reformed theology and 
practice, with emphasis on the Westminster 
Standards.   

--Strong --thorough understanding of 
the Reformed tradition on 
these doctrinal areas 
--reads and applies appropriate 
sections of the Standards so 
that there is a solid grasp of 
what our formularies require 

Sanctific
ation 
 
 

Demonstrates a love for the Triune God that aids 
the student’s sanctification. 

--Moderate --demonstrates that these 
doctrines are not simply for our 
heads, but motivate a deeper 
love for God and his world 

Desire 
for 
Worldvie
w 
 

Burning desire to conform all of life to the Word 
of God. 

--Strong --anchor a biblical worldview in 
creation, fall, redemption 
through examination of these 
doctrines. 
--consider how this biblical 
worldview works its way out in 
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theology of body/sexuality, 
race, justice, and other issues 

Winsom
ely 
Reforme
d 
 

Embraces a winsomely Reformed ethos. (Includes 
an appropriate ecumenical spirit with other 
Christians, especially Evangelicals; a concern to 
present the Gospel in a God-honoring manner to 
non-Christians; and a truth-in-love attitude in 
disagreements.) 

Moderate --modeling graciousness with 
differing approaches to 
creation days 

Pastoral 
Ministry 
 
 

Ability to minister the Word of God to hearts and 
lives of both churched and unchurched, to 
include preaching, teaching, leading in worship, 
leading, and shepherding the local congregation, 
aiding in spiritual maturity, concern for non-Xns. 

Moderate  --requiring appropriation of 
material for teaching and other 
ministry applications. 

 
 


